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Using Qwizard Results
Qwizard’s main point of difference, provided by its unique web-based 
platform, relates to how results are used. The quizzes offer live results 

during an event and online results after an event.  

Key Features
Keeping the score helps to improve player engagement. It is important 
that hosts understand how these work, can answer any questions from 
players and can emphasise these features during an event.
 

Rankings
After two events, Qwizard teams earn a national ranking. These rankings 
are adjusted for team size, so entering team player numbers is important. 
 

Pie charts and bar graphs 
Only Qwizard presents live graphical results. Explain the graphs and refer 
to them to create a competitive quiz. Share the results positively.
 

Team credits 
When just one team answers a question correctly, they will be 
acknowledged on screen with a ‘Credit’. Use this information to provide 
positive feedback. (A minimum of four teams applies for this feature.) 

For more guides and resources please check 
https://qwizard.net/resources or email 

admin@qwizard.net 
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Key Features Continued
Email addresses
Teams who have provided an email address will receive a summary of 
their quiz results via email after the event and an opportunity to track 
their results. Collecting email addresses is encouraged since it further 
engages your teams.
 

Finalising results
By clicking on ‘Finalise Results’ at the end of your quiz, Qwizard will send 
all the results to the qwizard.net website and email the teams about 
their results. Do this only once! Finalising more than once will send out 
multiple emails and affect team rankings.
 

Online team results
After finalising your event, teams can refer to a list of all teams online to 
see how they rank across all Qwizard venues on the same day. You can 
view all the results at qwizard.net/results, then click on the date. 
 

Team Dashboards
Teams can choose to set up a Team Dashboard to collect and provide 
analysis on their quiz results. The option to set up a Dashboard is 
provided via a link in the team email. The Team Dashboards also allow 
teams to share results with other team members and review all the 
questions from the quiz.

For more guides and resources please check 
https://qwizard.net/resources or email 

admin@qwizard.net 
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Key Features Continued
Current Questions & Facebook
At all regular events Qwizard supplies topical, hot-of-the-press questions 
- identified with the CQ stamp. At least two of your weekly CQ’s will 
relate to clues that are supplied on the Qwizard Facebook page every 
Monday morning.

For more guides and resources please check 
https://qwizard.net/resources or email 

admin@qwizard.net 


